The River of Life from God's Throne!

In painting a mural one can start in almost any part (picture) in the mural. The important thing is that we keep watching the painting until the whole mural is done.

The Holy Spirit formed this picture and the one on the cover years ago when the Lord began painting, for us, a mural of His plans (agenda). They show us that the River of Life flowing from the Throne of God is where the Corporate Flow Chart originates.

There are many things important to us and God's purposes that come down that river. The Rhema Word of God comes down in many forms, as shown in the picture.

God has been illuminating the River and the Corporate Flow Chart to me ever since I made these pictures. One very important thing He spoke to me was, “Government comes down the River!” So we see the necessity of the Corporate Body of Christ to have, maintain, and walk in a Corporate Flow Chart.

We see from the picture that the River comes through people into the Flow Chart. Years ago the Lord told us, “There is safety in numbers!” Because the Holy Spirit gives, here a little and there a little, it is safer to have more people feeding into the Corporate Flow Chart from that River. If a person is not receiving in one area, then another person can.

Look at the red-bordered puzzle and work backwards. The red puzzle picture came from different “things of the Spirit” represented by the red boxes in the Corporate Flow Chart. This amounts to bringing the “things of the Spirit” together - line upon line and precept upon precept. The “pulling out” of the red “things of the spirit” from among the other “things of the Spirit” in the Flow Chart has to do with “rightly dividing” the “things of the Spirit.”

Now look at all the people feeding into the Corporate Flow Chart. You can see that they feed into different pictures or subjects in the Flow Chart. I will discuss these subjects later in another article. Remember the Flow Chart is revealing something you don’t know, with very few exceptions - if any!
The Beginning of the River of Life!
Pure life-giving water!

The Lord showed me, symbolically, what is at the top of the river. In a scene I was walking on top of a mountain towards a stone object (Picture as viewed from above). I suddenly found myself inside it and walking around, trying to figure out what it was. The walls were stone blocks, all fitted perfectly together and I could see over them. Stone dividers were inside the walls but they were not as tall as the walls, probably about 8-10 inches shorter. I walked around in the dividers and was headed out the open side, which I later discovered was the outlet.

Suddenly, pure life-giving water started flowing out of the solid rock floor beneath me. I’m talking about water from within the stone itself, not from cracks or anything like that. It was coming out of solid stone! It was clear, beautiful, life-giving water beyond what anyone could possibly imagine. It was covering the floor and was churning in every section. I was raised enough to see the immense amount of water fill the whole thing and start to pour from the outlet. It was now going down the side of the mountain. It was breathtaking, and I was in awe of what I was seeing. End of scene.

Symbolically, the solid rock is Jesus. The water is life-giving and flows down the River of Life to us. The Bible says we know in part, so when we get one “thing of the Spirit” from the River, we have a part. God showed us to treat the “one part” as a piece of a puzzle that eventually forms a picture. A Corporate Flow Chart collects all these parts from everyone and forms a picture. The important points from this scene are that Jesus is the source and everything that comes down the River is “life-giving” in some way.

Understanding the Mechanics of a Corporate Flow Chart

To help understand how narrow the way is to bride-ship, on 10-30-2004 the Holy Spirit gave me a scene where I was on a train speaking to people. I said, "You would have been here a long time ago if you had understood the mechanics." The people had to learn "the mechanics" to be able to get on the Spotless Bride Train. It is a prerequisite!

This particular train is symbolic of the Spotless Bride as revealed on this site in the articles about trains. God has shown that the Spotless Bride Train has only one track with no side tracks. The train's tracks went straight, circling around the world. The train representing the church in the world had tracks with all kinds of "side tracks" that went nowhere. These "side tracks" represent man's idea of where to go and what to do, but nevertheless going nowhere! Knowing the mechanics of a Corporate Flow Chart will keep a body of believers "on track," so to speak. This is why the people in the scene above had to know the "mechanics" to be able to be on the train, with no "side tracks" taking them somewhere they were not to go!

Proverbs 4:13, Take fast hold of instruction; let her not go: keep her; for she is your life.

It is important to understand everything we can about how this Corporate Flow Chart works; after all, nothing comes down the River of Life without a purpose. Again, "Everything that comes down that River has a purpose!" God said, "Government comes down the River." His instruction to us comes
down the River of Life. Remember, God’s government is a theocracy, not a democracy.

Years ago God gave me this scene (right) which helps explain why the words, "You would have been here a long time ago if you had understood the mechanics" were given in the above train scene.

I was looking at an 8 1/2” X 11” sized paper with sentences written about a third of the way down the page. God said, "This is the way I showed you to follow the Holy Spirit!" Then I was looking at another sheet of paper with writing that went on and on. God said,"This is the way the church in the world follows the Holy Spirit.”

The church in the world has not understood how to handle the almost never-ending information it has, so it is not much use to the Lord or any of us. The small amount of writing on the first page represents two things. The first one is how simple the mechanics of the Holy Spirit’s teaching and guidance are. Using a Corporate Flow Chart is not hard once we understand that it follows a pattern of adding line upon line, precept upon precept, and rightly dividing the "things of the Spirit." The long picture to the left exemplifies the vast amount of information being given the church. But it is being misinterpreted. People think they have the ability to understand the information by what they already know. This is ‘self’ doing what only the Holy Spirit can do. Sometimes the Python spirit is also involved. This is a spirit that particularly loves to give interpretations. However, once a Corporate Flow Chart gets established it can expose both man’s false interpretations and those of the Python spirit - just two of the great values in keeping one.

There are many people throughout the world, who at the direction of the Lord, have kept a journal of the “things of the Spirit.” Even so, they must learn how to properly interpret it. This brings us to the subject of how interpreting both a personal and Corporate Flow Chart is done. God alone can illuminate the information He gives, a little here and a little there. It is no different than how He illuminates what the Bible is really saying to us. The Holy Spirit reveals what we don’t know. The following scene confirms this fact.

11-3-2004 I was looking at a large picture of a couple’s back side, although it was mostly of the woman’s back side. There was a smaller picture of them and it was the same. The pictures had rounded corners and I was told that you must have the smaller picture in order to have the bigger picture.

The backsides represent a picture of what we cannot see and what we do not know! Sculpturally, this has to do with God being our rear guard in matters we cannot see. God is the revealer of those unknown things through the "things of the Spirit" in a Corporate Flow Chart. We must have the smaller pictures in order to see the bigger picture of the same type problems on a much bigger scale. (The rounded corners on these pictures are significant and tie in with the next scene I'm going to present because of the rounded corners of the cards or pictures in it.)

I have said many times, "The Flow Chart interprets itself" and "It has never been wrong." When we misinterpret a part of the Flow Chart it becomes apparent later as the Corporate Flow Chart reveals what we didn't understand. I have yet to explain, in a satisfactory way, how the Corporate Flow Chart interprets itself; but God gave me a scene that helps.
I began placing very large cards (representing - "things of the Spirit," or pictures) on the clothing while speaking to people. As I placed them in the order the numbers indicated I was explaining that even though the cards were shaped the same they were different. There may have been another card to the right and above, but the message is the same. Then I pointed to each card and said, 1. "You don't know what this means." 2. "You don't know what this means." 3. "You don't know what this means." 4. "You don't know what this means," 5. "You don't know what this means."

I then laid the next card, number 6, below the first card. I used my hand to point out to them that when the sixth card was laid down, they could understand what all the cards were about. The true meaning of the first five cards came with the sixth card.

But, if the Flow Chart has been running for a while, you can also have the opposite scenario. Let's say you have cards 1 through 5 in the Flow Chart and you understand the picture they present. Then, when God gives card 6, you know immediately what it means. This has happened more and more because we have been keeping a Corporate Flow Chart since 1989. In this way the Corporate Flow Chart interprets itself. God just keeps illuminating, by giving more pictures, until we get what we haven't known.

Now look at the second meaning of the paper that had only a third of the page printed. Below I have made a picture of information from our Corporate Flow Chart placed in the center of the narrow path Christ walks, the same path that we can walk by obeying His instructions. The black x's are all the information starting from 1989 and the red x's represent our instruction for now, the same words on the page (pictured at the right), where God said, "This is the way I showed you to follow the Holy Spirit!"

Proverbs 4:13, 
*Take fast hold of instruction; let her not go: keep her; for she is your life.*
The following is very important to understand because it is about your life, the life of the Corporate body, and what God said about, "Government comes down the River" (River of Life). I'm inserting information from our Corporate Flow Chart to help illuminate something we need to understand.

On 5-2-89 we were told, "Be careful not to lay claim to that which belongs to Him."

This is referring to the Lord's ministry to the world. It belongs to Jesus, not any of us. Even meetings held by the spotless Bride belong to Him. Because it is the Lord's ministry, He places in us what He wants to draw on, but only in His timing. A picture of this truth is seen in Moses, who knew (or was told) that he was to deliver Israel. But he tried to do what was in his heart in his own timing (Acts 7:20-25). That would be like acting on information located in the “B” part of the diagram above. Moses had laid claim to that which did not belong to him. As a result he was abased until he learned to follow God step by step and act only on instruction being given now, which is represented by the red words (“C” in the above diagram). God has repeatedly told us we must go step by step. He gives us what He wants done at the moment—in that particular window of time. We do not know what lies ahead of the red words, only God knows! If we try to force God's plan we will also be abased and fail. God tells us things ahead of time so that when they come to pass we will know it was Him, but we have to leave the timing in His hands. When we walk in the natural, we are beginning the next step while leaving the last step. This actually happens in the Corporate Flow Chart. God prepares us for the next step as we go.

An example of what Moses experienced happened several years ago. God had called a meeting to gather apostles from around the world. I was in attendance and noticed that the meetings did not go like God intended because men laid claim to what was God's. This has happened over and over to things that God has started for His specific purpose, but they came to naught because man took over. It is very important not to lay hold of God's ministry in the earth. It is important also not to lay hold on the Corporate Flow Chart; it is God's to do with as He pleases. Only God knows what is needed to complete His work in the earth through us. I insert another "thing of the Spirit" from our Corporate Flow Chart.

On 1-19-92 we were given this word:
"Will you allow Me to steer and allow Me to change gears?"

When God gave us this, we had no idea what He was talking about. But this shows how God wants to lead us, day by day and moment by moment. Do you have an awareness of God wanting to slow down or speed up? This too can be revealed through a Corporate Flow Chart. Here is another "thing of the Spirit" from our Corporate Flow Chart.

On 8-15-93 He said:
You're to pay attention to what I tell you now! I want to guide you in your daily lives.

This pertains to that leading edge section of the Flow Chart we are to walk on. Understand that in the Flow Chart there are several movies, or pictures, running at the same time. It's like having 5-6 programs up and running in the background on a computer, but God controls which one is front and center (being used). In our case the programs running simultaneously are about each individual in this body, what God is teaching us, and where He is leading us. Any one of these may be brought to the forefront as God desires.

We as Christians must understand that we walk one step at a time, individually and corporately. We are to remain on that leading portion (the red x's) of the Corporate Flow Chart, what God gives us for the moment. If we go back into our Flow Charts and begin trying to accomplish our God-given goals ourselves, we will fail. For us to accomplish what we need to accomplish in the earth we must be looking to the next step while finishing the last step that God has shown us.

The Holy Spirit told us, "You cannot be married to Jesus without being focused on what He is focused on!" The leading edge of the Flow Chart is what He is focused on, and by us standing on that leading edge, Jesus is able to function as the Head of the church. By doing only what He is directing us to do NOW, step by step, can we enter into the marriage of the Lamb.
I saw the River of Life come down off the mountain and start across the land. I saw that it was washing away furniture and uprooting dead trees. It was clearing the land.

In Scripture we are depicted as trees and we are to bear fruit. The River of Life exposes our Godless actions and eventually uproots people who are not truly serving Jesus. I used to be one of them. God told this group years ago when we were doing the familiar church things, "What you are doing is good, but it is not of ME!"

The River of Life flowing from God is what exposes Dead Works, not man. Trees are what become logs, the uprooted trees have a connection to Jesus’ saying,

Matthew 7:5
Hypocrite! First remove the plank (log) from your own eye, and then you will see clearly to remove the speck (log) from your brother's eye.

A Flow Chart of the "things of the Spirit" is a tool for God to use to deliver us. The land represents our souls, or the mind of man, and a cleansing of our minds comes by receiving information from the River of Life. The furniture in this scene can represent where we think we are seated in the Lord's house, patterns of thought. In other words, furniture can represent what we think our "work," "labor for the Lord," or "ministry" entails.

The best way to explain this is to share a vision God gave me concerning His house (body) here at Take His Heart. In the scene I was talking to some people who have had a difficult time accepting their part in this group because of their preconceived ideas. The scene:

......I was speaking to ..., saying that they had set their standard for what it takes to be in this group. But the Lord says, “You are in this group because I say you are a part of this group, nothing more. You are a part of this group whether you accept it or not. Nothing else is required. You have put yourselves in a box that you have made.... You have hurt yourselves because of this box. I have not hurt you. They have not hurt you. Your box has hurt you. ...I need you for My purposes!... ...You have tried to put your furniture in MY house.”

The Lord is serious about having a Spotless Bride, Holy unto Himself. God has shown me many times through the years that His people are playing games and entertaining themselves in church. This was a serious chastening but notice that there is encouragement also, where He says,” I need you for My purposes!... " (In a Flow Chart you will always find encouragement with the chastening that comes down the River, but understand that it may come at different times [separately] just as the chastening does, here a little and there a little, as the picture is being formed.)

I have been shown a corporate building with no furniture for the Spotless Bride. In the scene a person had put their own furniture in one of the rooms and was trying to establish their own agenda for others. Of course God will not allow this. It is His house, His building, and He places the furniture in it. I have also seen a huge corporate room for the Spotless Bride with all the furniture, organized and placed there by God. It was really quite awesome and the furniture was definitely comfortable. When we get ourselves cleaned up and into the place and function God has for us, as part of His corporate body, we will become comfortable in that position. Our purposes in God's kingdom come down the River of Life. We can attest to that here at Take His Heart.
A Picture Presented of Our End of the River of Life!

Years ago God gave me the scene to the right. I didn't understand much of it but the general message was, "This is how you stay under baptism."

In the scene I was watching a woman in a well holding herself under water by using a pipe that was across the well. I was amazed at how long she could hold herself under. I saw her come up for air but wasted no time getting back under! I thought it strange that she wanted to do this. Then right before the scene ended, I was told, "If she holds herself under long enough she will become disease free!"

It is important to understand that "disease free" includes everything not of God. Satan's lies are a disease to us in the spiritual and the natural. False doctrines are a disease to us. They eat away at our very lives in the spirit realm. God wants us to understand that we must hold ourselves under the Water of the River of Life that extends from His throne, and this takes great physical effort. It is a conscious choice a person must make. One cannot do it "half way" and come out "disease free!"

When God was teaching me about Salvation, Protections, and the correct way to Tithe, I had to hold myself under the "things of the Spirit," which the Lord had given me even though I didn't understand. Had I not continually held myself under the River I would not have understood. (Holding yourself under the River means to keep your focus on what God has shown you until it cleanses away your thoughts that were contrary to His thoughts. Isaiah 55:8) My soul was being physically affected, partially because "man" was saying I was wrong. My own beliefs were saying I was wrong! God showed me that I was swimming up the River, going to the source of those life-giving waters. He even gave us a song about this. In the natural swimming against the current is very hard, but the same is true spiritually. We must face the current, we must face (focus on) the information that comes down the River. Some people turn away because of their own flesh or because of spiritual influences in their lives. Often these "influences" have become "pets," (false doctrines or mind sets) they won't let go of. To better understand this read the Death of a Pet Information.

The diagram illustrates what is under the River where the woman was holding herself under. There are many (probably innumerable) pictures that come down the River of Life, through various individuals. The pictures or information will pertain to individuals and the Corporate Body, as well as guidance and revelation. You will also get pictures or information showing God's plans. All of this is coming simultaneously and must be rightly divided and put together, line upon line and precept upon precept, in order for our lives to fulfill God's purpose.

The picture at the bottom of the River, the six people with the boxes below them, is very important to understand. How you hold yourself under is also important and
I will share some of what God has shown me about this. To begin with, when you receive a "thing of the Spirit" from the River, the parable of the sower automatically comes into play. The "things of the Spirit" that come down the River are Rhema to us that produce life to us, both personally and corporately. Here is one account of Jesus explaining the parable:

**Mark 4:14-20** The sower sows the word. And these are they by the way side, where the word is sown; but when they have heard, Satan comes immediately, and takes away the word that was sown in their hearts. And these are they likewise which are sown on stony ground; who, when they have heard the word, immediately receive it with gladness; and have no root in themselves, and so endure but for a time: afterward, when affliction or persecution arises for the word's sake, immediately they are offended. And these are they which are sown among thorns; such as hear the word, and the cares of this world, and the deceitfulness of riches, and the lusts of other things entering in, choke the word, and it becomes unfruitful. And these are they which are sown on good ground; such as hear the word, and receive it and bring forth fruit, some thirtyfold, some sixty, and some an hundred.

Jesus is sowing His Rhema word down the River into our hearts and souls. Satan comes to steal the word. Why immediately? Because they are life to us and to God's purposes! Another account of this parable indicates Satan achieves this because of our lack of understanding. In every case that I have seen, whenever someone rejects a "thing of the Spirit" it is because of "lack of understanding." The reason for each rejection can be found in Jesus' explanation of the parable. Here is a scene God gave me showing the importance of being good ground and receiving all the water or rain that comes down the River of Life. The land represents our minds and hearts.

You will notice that the loam land is at a higher level than the clay land. Loam absorbs much more water than clay. In this picture the clay ground produces one crop a year and the loam ground produces 3-5 crops. Which would we want? God compares the loam ground to the good ground in the parable, so the soul that absorbs all the water coming down the River of Life is at a higher level than the soul that does not. Which would we rather be?

Absorbing the water means to accept the word or information into your flow chart and meditate on it. Seek the Lord for its meaning and, if the meaning is illuminated in the Flow Chart, accept the message. Don't turn your back on it; deal with it, face the current of God's truth. True deliverance that renews our minds to the ways of God is not easy, especially when it is something that has become a part of our personality.

Years ago there was a person in this group who was not accepting what was easily seen in the Corporate Flow Chart. God gave me a scene in the night of this person getting off the Bride train and another
person who was going to replace that person. You see, God will have His Spotless Bride and He has
told us, "You can either be on the sidelines watching (that close) or you can be in it."

Here are some does and do-nots that are important with respect to the things that come down the River
of Life.

Do not try to get into the Flow Chart (for example; by saying something you think will put you in it). He
will put you into the chart whenever He wants. By trying to get into the Flow Chart, you are in danger of
picking up something that belongs to God!

Do not try to manipulate the Flow Chart. God will expose you, and it won't be pleasant! I have only
seen this once and I'm pretty sure the person was unaware of what they were doing. Give only the
"things of the Spirit" that come down the River. The Flow Chart can reveal the difference between our
spirit and the Holy Spirit that is within us. I'm not trying to scare anyone, but there are people who love
the Lord and have wrong motives (what they think or want). The Corporate Flow Chart reveals God's
thoughts and plans that we do not know.

Do record everything on tape. We have a scribe but she cannot get everything down. God works with
truth and when it's recorded He can work with it. This is a key thing to understand. You will be putting
things that you do not understand in a Flow Chart. Some people don't want to be recorded. Spirits don't
like to be recorded! If we are walking through life openly and honestly before all men (people), why
would we mind being recorded?

God said to me. "You are to be open and honest before all men!"

(We were commanded to record everything! There have been times we've missed doing this and we
have in almost every instance regretted not having the information on tape!)

Do make sure you record the dates. This site and the materials we send out are a testament of this.
Because of the dates we can see the "flow of God" and the information becomes a witness of God's
activities.

Do not be worried or overly concerned about whether or not something came from God. If you put
something in the Flow Chart that wasn't of God it amounts to nothing unless God wants to expose it.
Knowing this makes it easier for the Flow Chart keepers. One time I had a prophet, operating out of a
python spirit, give me a word. I recognized the spirit and wondered what kind of word it would give. The
spirit was very aware of my situation and most certainly was trying to lead me away from where God
was taking me. That word just faded away because I understood the flow charting of God's word.

Do not make fun of the symbols or what God might have you do. I have chuckled and even laughed at
some myself, but about a week ago God gave me a serious scene in the night where I was telling peo-
ple not to make light of symbols that God gives by laughing and especially making remarks about them.
You may want to chuckle to yourself but you must realize that the symbol was given to you on a level
you can understand. It was given for a purpose of the Lord and it does affect someone's life! Making
a smart remark detracts from the meaning and I'm also sure the Holy Spirit pulls back. I know God has
a sense of humor, but this scene indicates that it is not the proper time.

Do not be afraid of giving what you get. When God told us to record everything, I didn't like it. I thought,"What if I'm not hearing God correctly? I don't want to make a fool of myself." I learned that if we are not
hearing God correctly, it is best to find it out! Why would anyone want to remain deceived? God can use
the Corporate Flow Chart to emphasize the truth for our own well being as well as the cause of Christ.
God needs cleansed vessels. The Corporate Flow Chart is a great tool for God to perform the unknown deliverance that needs to take place. I have seen spiritual influences in people that cause problems with what God is doing. It is imperative that we get cleaned up for the Spotless Bride so that God's work gets done properly and on time. The question is, "Are we really willing to hold ourselves under the water of the River of Life, under baptism, until we are disease free?"

God's Boot Camp

Years ago, when God brought this group together, He began talking to us about Boot Camp and that someday we would be involved in Boot Camp for others. We knew little about Boot Camp other than we figured it was hands-on training and probably paralleled military boot camps. Through the years, as we let the Lord lead, we began to see elements that are "just the way it is" concerning God's Boot Camp.

In military boot camp you learn to do it the way the military wants you to. They take the "you" out of you and put in their "you." You become instantly obedient to the military. You report for reveille and do not speak until spoken to. It is just, "Here I am." It's all a part of boot camp.

It is the same way in God's Boot Camp; we learn to do things the way God wants you to. No exceptions! His ways are not our ways so there is a lot of unlearning that we must go through. One of the first things the Lord told us about Boot Camp was, "Not everyone will make it through."

Another thing God told us is that our lives will be like an open book. We have found this to include anyone who comes here, by their own will or by God's will. So we see that their lives, as well as our lives, become as open books for God's purposes. This is evident on this web site and it is all because God paints a picture of the truth, by His Spirit, using the events in our lives as a backdrop. It is all done for everyone to be able to understand God's ways and His truths.

It has taken years to understand all we know about the Lord's Boot Camp simply because God reveals, line upon line, here a little and there a little, over time. We have learned by being in the Lord's Boot Camp, with Him revealing as we go. The Lord gave me some scenes concerning Boot Camp for which we are so thankful because He is the authority when it comes to the truths concerning His Camp. It is always better for the Lord to paint the picture.

The first scene gives some insight into the pressures exerted by the enemy of mankind against the operation of God's Boot Camp. He tries to stop the function of the camp because he knows the results. He uses any method he can and most of the time it is very subtle, by thoughts being given to people/us unknown to them/us. The first scene:

August 31, 2006
I was in Boot Camp with a lot of people. None of us in the Boot Camp knew where to go or what we needed to learn. I remember standing in lines and asking where I was to go more than once. I was taken up for a moment to see the Boot Camp from above. I saw myself standing in one of the many lines in the camp. I was then back in the camp and a shot rang out killing a member of the camp not ten feet away from me. He fell dead on the ground. The shot had struck the center of his head, and it had come from the enemy who had surrounded the camp. The scene changed to where we were all in the mountains with the enemy still surrounding us, holding us captive. I wondered how I was going to die,
as we had no weapons and it seemed that we had been there quite a while. I had seen the leader of the Boot Camp many times in the scene and now I was seeing him again, walking across in front of me to go do something. When he did whatever he did, the enemy became afraid and started leaving by loading into trucks and hurrying into the mountains. Everyone was then leaving this area to get back to the original Boot Camp....

The enemy soldiers had their weapons but they were not raised, just like in the Protection section of Demonstration of God’s Covenant movie. If you remember, in the movie the enemy would not even raise a weapon against the soldier dressed in God’s righteous acts, having to do basically with the three main spots. (Remember, the soldier was not sinless.) What does this say about the person who got shot and killed in the Boot Camp? They had stumbled concerning one of the three spots. (See the article Pay Attention.) This left him working unrighteousness and therefore without a white linen uniform as the soldier in the Protection scene of the movie.

This allowed the enemy to pick him off in the Boot Camp scene. I must point out here that the enemy was not circled about the camp when I first saw the camp from above. This reveals that the enemy comes and goes at his discretion. We must understand that when the enemy comes he is watching constantly to send thoughts directly to our minds to abort what God is doing. He knows more about what God is trying to teach us than we do. Our lack of understanding gives the enemy an advantage. The enemy’s ability to be on the scene is one aspect of God’s Boot Camp that ordinary military camps don’t have. They play out real situations but do not have to deal with the real enemy while learning. This is why we must hang onto all the “things of the Spirit” sent down God’s River contained in a Corporate Flow Chart. The only way we have been able to maintain being in Boot Camp here at Take His Heart was to hang on to all of the “things of the Spirit,” especially when we didn’t understand and it went against our way of thinking.

In the scene it was made very evident that no one in the Boot Camp knew where to go or what they were to learn. None of us know what we need to be delivered of to be able to walk that narrow golden path with the Lord as His Bride. When God put us in His Boot Camp here at Take His Heart none of us knew what we needed to learn in order to begin to walk as His Bride.

The leader of the Boot Camp is Jesus Christ instructing through the “things of the Spirit.” He is the one who knows what we need to go through to become what He wants and to be able to be a part of His purposes. He knows what it takes for us to grow up into Him. Being in God’s Boot Camp can seem excruciating to our flesh and minds. Our old man must die - we must become as new wine skins!

Scene 2: October 16, 2006

I was in Boot Camp. The Instructor (the man in charge) was giving a man some instructions and the man began refuting what the Instructor told him to do. The Instructor was very calm and loving as this man was arguing with Him. The man kept it up and went on to tell the Instructor that he was too rough, too demanding. (There was something here about him wanting to kill the Instructor.) In my mind I was agreeing. The head of the camp said, “You think I’m too hard of a taskmaster?” There was a hill to the east and the Instructor motioned to some others standing beside him to take this man up the hill top. It was about an eighth of a mile, and I saw that they had a high powered rifle with a scope for him to use. When the men got the man to the top of the hill the Instructor motioned for the men left there with us to take the man’s son (who was sitting in a chair) and move him, chair and all, out into the open to be seen easily from the hill. The son was sitting at this time with his head down. He knew he was about to die. In this I was thinking about killing the Instructor as I thought it wrong to have a man kill his son. I knew better though and did nothing; after all, he was the Instructor, the Man in charge. The scene ended as the young man was getting to the place he was to sit to be shot by his dad. I knew the dad would know it was his son when he looked through the scope, if he didn’t know it already.
The scene reflects the story of Abraham and Isaac. I remember the day the Lord told me, “I’m sorry you have go through what you have to go through.” I’m sure the Lord was sorry that He had to put Abraham and Isaac through what He did, but there was a greater purpose that went way beyond Abraham and Isaac. The same goes for Job and Moses and what they went through. There was purpose far beyond their lives and our purpose extends into our lives as Christians. The same goes for the hard task-mastering the Lord must do in His Boot Camp to prepare His Bride. The purpose goes far beyond us, known only to God. He is the one who knows His plans for the Spotless Bride of Christ, not us. The Bride affects so many beyond the Bride herself because of her obedience, without “self.”

God told us in the beginning of our Boot Camp that He was looking for obedience, not accomplishment. This manifestation has to become real in the person and not just an idea or an ideal. This concept gets tried in real life situations in God’s Boot Camp. Another reason we need to endure the hard task-mastering is so we will be able to endure what is coming on the earth so God’s End Time purposes can be accomplished according to His plan. A person who doesn’t endure the Lord’s hard task-mastering won’t make it through God’s Boot Camp.

In the scene I thought more than once about killing the Instructor but knew better. This is pictured because I have thought many times, being in Boot Camp, that the Lord required way too much of me and other people. I have thought, “This surely isn’t the Lord” and I know I would have thought the same had I been watching Abraham and Isaac and what the Lord put them through. But each time, in my coming to see God’s purposes, it has made me thankful that the Lord was such a taskmaster.

Before I go on, I believe this a good place to share something that happened years ago that will give understanding concerning the man and me wanting to kill the Instructor in the scene. When God first dealt with me about being a prophet and I was resistant, saying I wasn’t worthy, He gave me a Word through another person. The Word said that I was crucifying Jesus afresh if I did not receive His calling. So we see that the man in the scene, by refuting the Lord’s instruction, was crucifying Jesus afresh because this man will never fully complete his calling if he doesn’t make it through The Lord’s Boot Camp.

The moments of me wanting to kill the Instructor in this scene refer to the times I’ve wanted to leave my calling because of what was happening and the position I was being placed in. My love for the Lord would run low and was no longer the big reason for me to go on. “Self” had risen up! I had to actually overcome my own will of wanting to leave at that point, by controlling my own thoughts and feelings. The reverent fear of the Lord was just one of the sustaining things. Actually this aspect is revealed in the scene. I respected the leader of the camp, His position.

The main thing that sustained me at these points was my love for my children. Because of what the Lord had already taught me, my heart had already turned towards my children and I knew I could not walk away because of them. I knew if I turned away from what God had taught me concerning the three spots on the Body of Christ, and more, that I might as well take my children and jump off a cliff with them. This has to do with:

Luke 1: 17
And he shall go before him in the spirit and power of Elias, to turn the hearts of the fathers to the children, and the disobedient to the wisdom of the just; to make ready a people prepared for the Lord.

This scripture fits the information in this writing because this is exactly what God’s Boot Camp is for, to make ready a people prepared for the Lord! Do we love our offspring enough to endure God’s Boot Camp? We should! We can understand the benefits of being in covenant with the Lord concerning our descendants and why I said what I did about jumping off a cliff with them by reading: He shall Turn the Hearts of the Fathers to the Children. This article reveals how the Lord turned my heart towards my children, and the colossal results, fulfilling this scripture in this day.

Boot Camp is something we as Christians should want to stay in and it will take our will to do it when the going gets rough. In my times of decision, where it took my love for my children to pull me over the top, I had to will myself to keep going by sticking strictly to what the Lord had previously revealed. Actually, during these times, I was going through this next scene.
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In the scene I was watching doctors operating on a man lying on a silver operating table. The doctors were cutting him apart, right down to the core, looking at what was inside him. The words came, "The truth of what they find is what they trust in men."

The silver table represents refinement, meaning the physical action on the table also results in a refinement. It is a physical trying, allowed by God, to reveal what is really deep in a person. God teaches or trains us in His Boot Camp with hands-on training; we are to absorb His truths and get them deep in us so we have the right responses and actions under pressure. God then allows a situation that tries the person in the physical, represented in the scene by a real physical look at what is really in the man. The trying of Abraham was a physical situation, to establish what God wanted in the physical on the earth. This is so it would be established in heaven legally for His purposes, therefore affecting us today.

Matthew 16: 19

And I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.

The bottom line to being in, and being able to stay in, God’s Boot Camp is to never ignore or let go of the collected “things of the Spirit.” One must be aware of them all the time to have the smoothest passage possible through Boot Camp. Through the years, off and on, I have seen individuals totally ignore a “thing of the Spirit” given directly to them by the Holy Spirit. This is represented in the second scene by the man arguing with the instructor of the camp:

The Instructor (the man in charge) was giving a man some instructions and the man began refuting what the Instructor told him to do. The Instructor was very calm and loving as this man was arguing with Him. The man kept it up and went on to tell the Instructor that he was too rough, too demanding....

The Lord (the Instructor) is the one sending “things of the Spirit” down His River to us through the Holy Spirit. When we refuse the “things of the Spirit,” either directly to us, or indirectly:

1. We are refusing the counsel of the Lord.

2. We are refusing to recognize the correct pattern represented by the bottom life-threatening spot on the backbone of the Body of Christ.

3. We are not paying attention to the Holy Spirit Whom the Lord said is our teacher. He teaches His way giving as He wills, here a little and there a little! This is why it takes the collection of the “things of the Spirit” in a Flow Chart to be in God’s Boot Camp. Getting shot and killed (or shot down?) was a direct result of the refusal of the “things of the Spirit” and was the first thing that happened to the person in the first scene of God’s Boot Camp.

The Holy Spirit showed me a symbolic picture of the container of the “things of the Spirit” from the River of Life after it came to earth. It was man-made (earthly), just like the Corporate Flow Chart is a man-made (earthly) container. The dikes on either side were totally earthen but the water in it was crystal clear and any human could drink it. It was full of the peace that passes all understanding. The water was not moving, just there for people to drink. It is simply a picture of the container of the “things of the Spirit,” which is a Corporate Flow Chart. Without the Flow Chart container the water would spread out and be lost.

On 12 - 20 - 2006. I received an e-mail from a person who had kept the “things of the Spirit” but had never brought it all together as in a flow chart - a container. They said: “I am doing everything that I can; and actually did (spent) a long time studying my flow chart today -- the Lord really opened up some new things from restudying it and rereading it. Now I understand better how important it is to have a flow chart.”
And on 12-26-2006 they wrote: “Another thing I want to say is that I cannot express enough how much the flow chart has helped me in my darkest hours, and I mean dark! It is absolutely remarkable how the flow chart blesses, encourages and reveals!” (I have bolded what they bolded.)

The picture presented by this person certainly reveals how important it is to have a container for the “things of the Spirit” or they become forgotten, lost, and of no use. This lack of a container is part of the reason why the church of today is scattered and without the power God wants her to have. The following is another picture given by the Holy Spirit of an important container.

On October 2, 2006, I was surprised when the Holy Spirit showed me in a scene that the bottle behind the Word that contained God’s thought was a Corporate Flow Chart. (I have used the picture that is in the movies.)

To explain, God had shown me there was something that needed to be hidden that was not hidden. I was searching for what it was, thinking it might be a Flow Chart that was on a web site. I took it down from the site and that very night, in a scene, the Holy Spirit showed me I was destroying the bottle in the picture that the Holy Spirit gave years ago for insight into how the Holy Spirit teaches and leads. It makes perfect sense symbolically even though I had never thought of it. By God giving both of these symbols of physical containers of “the things of the Spirit” we see how important a Corporate Flow Chart becomes. It is a necessity to have in order for the Lord to conduct a successful Boot Camp with His people.

A Flow Chart takes time. It takes time and focus to yield and follow the Lord on His golden path. It will cost you time every day. I was working on finishing this article one night. The next morning, February 10, 2007, the Holy Spirit gave me a scene relating to this message. In the scene I was standing before people saying, “It costs me to go to work (for the Lord) every day and it will cost you to go to work (for the Lord) every day!” As I began talking I was suddenly watching two gold-tinged movies, one on top of the other. One was of the people’s path to work, who were sitting in front of me, and the other was my path to work. The movies were of the same path. The gold tinge has to do with being on the Lord’s golden path.

It takes time to keep track of the “things of the Spirit,” to be able to stay on the Lord’s path. It takes time to make sure we don’t stumble concerning all three of the spots God has revealed to be on the Body of Christ at large. It costs me time out of what my life would be otherwise. It will cost you time out of what your life would be otherwise, also. How important is staying on the Lord’s path to you? Remember, the Holy Spirit revealed that the Harlot doesn’t “have time” to write things down! Do we have time?

Some truths:
1. The Lord’s Boot Camp can take place across the country, around the world.
2. The “things of the Spirit” must be kept in a container and never ignored.
3. God can move His Boot Camp at His discretion. One time the Lord told me that if the enemy’s flood came into a certain area that we might have to move Boot Camp from there.
4. God conducts Boot Camp and we cannot make it happen because the Holy Spirit gives at His will.
5. Boot Camp is for learning what we don’t know, not what we do know.
6. God gave us words to put up for people to see, “Enter by Faith Alone, Leave Your Old Doctrines Behind.” This is certainly true for entering God’s Boot Camp.

Remember the Lord’s scene of Boot Camp? No one knew what they were to learn or which line they were to stand in. The Lord has told us He is looking for obedience, not accomplishments. He is looking for a yielded people. What is really in us? “The truth of what they find is what they trust in men.” God’s Boot Camp is to make ready a people prepared for the Lord:
Luke 1: 17
And he shall go before him in the spirit and power of Elias, to turn the hearts of the fathers to the children, and the disobedient to the wisdom of the just; to make ready a people prepared for the Lord.

God’s Boot Camp is for a higher purpose!